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I am therefore inclined to explain possible incestuous
tendencies of the child from the psychology of the parents,
just as every childish neurosis should be considered first and
foremost in the light of the parental psychology. A frequent
cause of increased infantile terrors is an especial ' liability
to complexes' on the part of the parents, that is, a repression
and disregard of certain vital problems. Whatever goes
into the unconscious takes on a more or less archaic form.
If, for example, the mother represses a painful and terrifying
complex, she will feel it as an evil spirit following her—a
' skeleton in the cupboard ', as the English say. This formula-
tion shows that the complex has already assumed an
archetypal. force. It weighs upon her like a mountain,
a nightmare torments her. Whether she tells ' night-stories',
i.e., terror stories, to the child or not, she none the less infects
the child and awakens in its mind archetypal terror images
from her own psychology* Perhaps she has erotic phantasies
about a man other than her husband; and the child is the
visible sign of their marriage tie. Her resistance to the tie
is unconsciously directed against the child, who has to be
repudiated. On the archaic level this corresponds to child-
murder. In this way the mother becomes a wicked witch
who devours children.
As in the mother, so in the child, possibilities of archaic
representations lie ready to be activated. And it is the same
cause to-day as in the days when the archetype was being laid
down during the course of human history, that reactivates
it ever and again.
This example of the manifestation of an archetype in
a child has not been chosen accidentally. We began with
the question as to what are the most immediate archetypes.
The most immediate primordial image is the mother, for she
in every way the nearest and most powerful experience;
and the one, moreover, that occurs in the most impressionable
period of a man's life, Since the conscious is as yet only
weakly developed in childhood, one cannot speak of an

